
Introducing the Talent Empowerment Podcast
for People Leaders

Learn how to drive people innovation, transform HR into People
Ops, and secure organizational buy-in to disrupt the status quo
with host Tom Finn

NEWS RELEASE BY TALENT EMPOWERMENT PODCAST

Talent Empowerment is an innovative new podcast designed to lift up people leaders so they can

lift up their organizations! Each week, host Tom Finn, co-founder and CEO of LeggUP, sits down

with people leaders, talent development savants, founders, and executives from every industry to

learn how they’re driving people innovation, transforming HR into People Ops, and securing

organizational buy-in to disrupt the status quo.

“The people development space hasn't evolved for decades. Now is the time to support HR and

people leaders with modern tools to create a human-centric impact beyond compliance and

module-based training,” Finn said. “Our podcast serves to replace legacy thinking with widespread

innovation that truly lifts up and empowers employees.”

The first episodes are now available wherever you listen to podcasts or on the Talent

Empowerment YouTube channel. Listen now to hear from Nasdaq’s SVP of People Experience and

Diversity, Rich Taylor, and Webflow ’s Head of DEI, Mariah Driver. Rich shares his unique insights

into why companies need to view employees as customers, how to create career maps for

everyone in the organization, and why the terms “talent management” and “human capital” should

be replaced. Mariah dives into how she fights off imposter syndrome, gained organizational trust to

start numerous new DEI initiatives, and how she got scrappy to build her own tools when she

found nothing satisfactory already in the marketplace.

“Employees are demanding change and there are great leaders out there, like Mariah and Rich,

who are not only listening, but taking action. We want this podcast to shine a spotlight on

innovative people leaders and spread their ideas like wildfire,” Finn continued.

New episodes will be released every week and available on every major podcast platform and

YouTube. To learn more about the show, their guests, or to apply to be a guest yourself, visit

www.talentempowerment.com.

The first sponsor of the Talent Empowerment podcast is LeggUP, an inclusive people

development platform designed to help people leaders empower their organizations through 1:1

professional coaching. LeggUP’s groundbreaking product Talent Insurance guarantees improved
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employee productivity, wellbeing, and retention. In fact, they insure it! Your people stay, or they

pay!

Talent Empowerment host, Tom Finn
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Boilerplate

The Talent Empowerment podcast is a weekly podcast for people leaders, talent development

savants or anyone with an interest in empowering their teams and organization. To learn more or

to apply to become a guest, visit www.talentempowerment.com. Subscribe wherever you listen to

podcasts so you never miss a chance to empower your people. New episodes are released every

week.
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Watch the Talent Empowerment podcast trailer
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